AMMONIA (Anhydrous) BULK STORE
(1150kg or 1450kg Pod Tanks)
OR
AMMONIA (Anhydrous) PACKAGE STORE
(45 or 90kg Cylinders)

MULTI-AMMONIA (ANHYDROUS) SIGN (DS WCSS116)

This Hazard Danger sign has a standard danger symbol as per AS1319 and the other text is black on a white background.
Material - Metal 600 (W) x 600 (H) with the other dimensions as indicated.

- The Multi-Ammonia (Anhydrous) sign shall be posted at eye level on the outside wall of the ammonia store and shall not be obscured when doors are open. Alternatively, if wall space is limited, then the sign shall be posted on a freestanding post within the vicinity of the ammonia store.

- The Multi-Ammonia (Anhydrous) sign shall be displayed at a level so that it is visible from the normal direction of approach.

- For a large ammonia installation where there is an alternative entry an additional Multi-Ammonia (Anhydrous) sign shall also be displayed.